
ENTERPRISE SERVICE BUS 
IDENTITY MANAGEMENT            V1.0

Many companies invest heavy in IDM 
solutions which are often rigid, non 
forgiving and too centric in your 
infrastructure to allow future product 
changes. The challenge is to create a 
solution that adds flexibility, reusability 
and cost effectiveness.

Using an Enterprise Service Bus 
instead of or conjunct to an IDM 
solution might help organizations 
reducing their TCO on the IDM 
subject.

Some concerns have to be addressed 
though. This paper will address some 
off them without going to deep into 
detail.
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CONCEPT
HOW DOES IT WORK?
The next figure show a very sparse ESB centric 
infrastructure where no dedicated IDM solution is used. 
Instead the choice has been made to input identities by 
two third-party solutions managed by Human Resources 
and IT. This can, for example, be a payroll system that 
outputs his mutations to the ESB through its adapter.
Mutations are then broadcasted on the bus and picked 
up by the adapter next to the identity vault.
The identity is than modified in the identity vault.

The identity vault acts as a repository for all identities 
and all their respective properties like department 
information. Just what you would usually expect from an 
identity vault.

When a mutation is made in the vault, a message is sent 
onto the ESB. For example the message “Create user”. 
The message is composed by the adapter next to the 
vault which determines what message has to be 

composed for which sort of mutation.
The message is than routed inside the ESB to the 
respective adapters. For example the adapters next to 
Active Directory and the Legacy App, where the user is 
eventually created.

In this solution the adapter next to the identity vault has 
to be a rather intelligent one. It has to identify mutation 
types and generate appropriate messages for those 
mutations.

The identity vault can be a custom SQL or NOSQL 
database or in most cases an LDAP server. 

BONUS
If this will be an organization’s first ESB implementation, 
they will also get a free bonus. You can also let your web 
services (for example) connect to your data warehouse 
using the ESB. Totally independent from your identity 
management implementation but using the same ESB. 
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CONSIDERATIONS
Choosing for this concept without a dedicated IDM 
solution, requires some consideration. Some 
perspectives might be completely different compared to 
old plain IDM.

SOA
When an organization already has an ESB up and 
running in a proper way this is probably done using 
Service Oriented Architecture.  Everything should be 
translated to a service. For example the “Create user” 
case we mentioned earlier. This can be a service with a 
provider (adapter) and subscribers (adapter(s)).

Communication and message format has to be 
determined apart from the applications one uses to 
implement the whole chain.

This enables you to reuse your provider or subscribers 
when making product changes because the message 
format will never change, if given enough thought to it.

STATELESS
Make the adapters and your ESB stateless. This is a 
best practice because you keep fault sensitive queuing 
away from your bus. Your messages should be send 
asynchronous and message format should support this. 
Statelessness also has it downsides. How do you know 
the message arrived at all subscribers? And what if they 
did not? There are ways to take care of this.

GUI
Almost every IDM solution does come with a 
customizable GUI in which admins and users can initiate 
their mutations. The presented concept does NOT have 
such a GUI. You have to create one yourself, or use it as 
in the concept diagram with e.g. payroll software.

IDENTITY VAULT
Your identity vault has to support some sort of trigger 
mechanism. This is necessary for the vault adapter to be 
able to receive modifications to identities in the vault. 
There are some directory servers which support this. 

Microsoft Active Directory isn’t one of them natively. You 
can script something with AD auditing. Red Hat 
Directory Server and OpenLDAP do it natively.

COST
Choose your ESB wisely. Many ESB solutions are more 
expensive then some IDM solutions.  There are amazing 
open source products available, with fairly cheap 
support options. Take a look at Mule ESB. 

VAULT ADAPTER
Probably the most expensive part of the whole 
implementation. This adapter keeps all business logic for 
almost the whole solution. Development of this adapter 
and all supported message formats will take most of the 
time. Think before you build. Unthoughtful design and 
necessary redesign of your message formats, will force 
you to rework your whole solution including the receiving 
adapters. At least if you want to stick with the SOA 
principals.
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COMMENTS
Feel free to comment on or criticize this small 
paper. Please contact me, and I will consider to put 
them in a next version of the paper.
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